Did you know... that the HG Advantage Card is now an approved payment form accepted by uberPOOL? This is great news for employers who offer a Section 132(f) Transportation Plan as part of their benefits package.

What is uberPOOL?
UberPOOL offers commuters the option of ride-sharing and added savings. By matching riders who are traveling to the same destination at the same time, uberPOOL provides an eligible van pool vehicle with six or more seats.

Who is Eligible?
Any employee who's benefits include a Section 132(f) Transportation Plan can take advantage of this cost-saving convenience. Employees can add their HG Advantage Card to their Uber account and begin using uberPOOL.

How it Works
Set-Up is simple:
1. Open the Uber App
2. Select "Add Payment Method"
3. Add the HG Advantage Card
4. Request an uberPOOL from the Uber app on the device
5. Use your HG Advantage Card to pay for a ride in the available cities listed below.

It's that easy, with the same on-demand convenience and reliability offered by Uber!

Where is uberPOOL Currently Available?
The HG Advantage Card currently works for uberPOOL riders wherever uberPool is available. Please visit www.uber.com for a complete and updated list of cities.

If you would like more information on Section 132(f) Transportation plans, please click here or call (610) 853-9075 and a representative from The Harrison Group will be glad to help you.